Arkansas State University and UAMS Northeast are teaming up once again to offer an MCAT Review Course. Contributors to the course include ASU science professors, local physicians, and UAMS medical students. The course includes lectures, interactive learning, and in-class practice tests on topics such as Physics, Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Psychology, Sociology, Reasoning Skills, and Biology-Molecules & Systems. Time management skills, test taking tips, and guidelines for getting into medical school will also be addressed. **Sign up today!**

**Highlights**
- Deadline for application—April 1st
- Cost—$500
- ExamKracker curriculum included
- Lunch provided daily
- AAMC scored practice tests (Pre & Post)
- AAMC Flash Cards

**To apply, submit**
- Completed Application
- College Transcript (2.75 minimum GPA)
- Check or money order for tuition paid by April 1

**Applications and tuition can be submitted to:**
Yalanda Merrell  
UAMS Northeast Regional Programs  
311 E. Matthews Avenue  
Jonesboro, AR 72401

**Questions? Contact:**
Dr. Ron Johnson, Professor of Genetics, ASU  
RLJ@astate.edu | LSE 321, ASU-Jonesboro

Yalanda Merrell, UAMS Northeast Regional Programs  
311 East Matthews, Jonesboro, AR 72401 | 870-834-5067, yyoung@uams.edu